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Asset Monetization Framework
(AMF)

Why Media companies need
to monetize their assets
Enterprises are reimagining their business models and technology is playing an important
role in this reimagination. A right mix of business & technology is the success-factor for
this shift. ‘Push Frontiers of Innovation’ is one of our key belief, which is driving us
continuously towards domain-centric technology innovations.
With our deep expertise in Media and Entertainment industry, we understand the need of Broadcasters
and Studios to get their assets (content) monetized, which claims a major share of revenue for these
companies today. Some driving factors for Media companies to monetize their assets are:
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What are companies doing
to monetize their assets
Digitization has permanently reshaped Media and Entertainment ecosystem. Content has become more
immersive and available on demand. Digital platforms have proliferated, creating more direct and personalized
distribution. Today, profitable growth increasingly depends on having more and more revenue streams — a fluid
portfolio of bets on businesses and products that extend beyond traditional sources of monetization. Some of
the trends for M&E companies to monetize their assets are:
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What is Asset Monetization Framework (AMF)
LTI, being a premium partner for top Media companies around the world, understands the need to monetize
their assets. We have designed a framework with different services for Media companies to accelerate their
digital transformation journey.
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We understand the value chain of M&E companies, and we have designed AMF across the supply chain. Its
services will sit on top of the supply chain of these companies and deliver value.
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We have designed a 3-phase approach to deliver these services to our clients.
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Business Outcomes
Preservation of core assets
(legacy physical media & files)

20% improvement in asset
productivity and utilization

20% cost saving
on storage
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LTI (NSE: LTI) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions Company helping more than 460 clients succeed in a converging
world. With operations in 33 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and accelerate their digital transformation with LTI’s
Mosaic platform enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT and cloud journeys. Founded in 1997 as a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro
Limited, our unique heritage gives us unrivalled real-world expertise to solve the most complex challenges of enterprises across all
industries. Each day, our team of more than 40,000 LTItes enable our clients to improve the effectiveness of their business and
technology operations and deliver value to their customers, employees and shareholders. Find more at http://www.Lntinfotech.com
or follow us at @LTI_Global.
Email: info@Lntinfotech.com

